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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING AND ADHERING TO NORMATIVE
OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS IN UTILITY GRIDS

BACKGROUND

Current approaches to "smart grids" and applying detailed sensor measurement and

machine learning to utility grid management uses only retrospective data-mining "big data"

approaches to learning, and does not use active control and variation to explore grid responses to

various conditions. Active control could provide quicker, more powerful cause-and-effect

understanding of the state of the grid indicated by particular sensor responses and the effects of

actions on overall grid conditions and better enable the management of utilities grids and responses

to potential faults on those grids.

Utility grid operations include inherent risk, due to the physical characteristics of the

utilities and their methods of transport and distribution, be it explosive natural gas, high-pressure

water, or electricity. In addition to that catastrophic risk, grid operations can be highly complex,

and the quality of the delivery to the utility user is highly important. For example, power quality

issues cost over $100 million per year, through impacts such as reducing device lifetime. Grid

design and utility transmission may be very complex, and combinations of conditions each within

the operating conditions for that parameter may induce grid faults or cause problems with

delivered utility quality. Detailed constraints are needed to entrust grid operations to automated

control schemes.

This risk introduces the potential of opportunity costs into controlling operational

decisions on the grid and actively experimenting to build grid knowledge. However, due to the

complexity and lack of coordination among grid elements, and uncertainty in selecting and

implementing actions, there is typically a window within which opportunity costs for active

control of the grid are equal to or less than those of ordinary grid opportunites, essentially making

that envelope opportunity-cost-free compared to current grid management while allowing for

meaningful experimentation and discovery of grid characteristics and response behaviors.

As a result of the risks involved in their operations, utilities grids are both very

conservative as businesses and highly regulated. Due to those two factors, many selections of

actions to adjust grid parameters require approval by a human in the loop, limiting the potential for

automatic control of utilities grids without means to approve and manage the levels of risk and the

operating ranges through which automated systems may drive the grid.

There is a need for methods to enable automated variation in grid conditions and

treatments while keeping the system within permissible operating ranges. One way to do this is

discovery of the normative operating conditions through machine learning and/or expert systems,

and then to apply those permissible operational states as constraints, only allowing grid state



changes, actions, and treatments that are predicted to uphold the normal operational constraints at

the times and locations at which they are implemented.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention is directed towards systems and methods for establishing a range of grid

conditions matching the envelope of permissible operation variations on the grid, within which

experimentation on and optimized selection of grid actions can be performed without increasing

risks or opportunity costs beyond those of normal grid operations, with embodiments doing so by

receiving information regarding the active controls, creating a multidimensional space where each

dimension is a control and each of those dimensions includes the states of that control,

constraining the space to eliminate portions that include impermissible control states or

combinations, and actively controlling the grid only within the range defined by the constrained

multidimensional space.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a flow chart of a method of the invention

Fig. 2 is a diagram of a grid and its available controls in an example embodiment of the

invention.

Fig. 3 is a system diagram illustrating a system of the invention

Fig. 4 is a data flow diagram illustrating the flow of information within a system of the

invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS EMBODIMENTS

Automated control to explore grid conditions and responses is optimally pursued without

disrupting utility service to customers and when it can be seamlessly integrated with normal

operations. Exploration can be centered on actionable discoveries, and the exploration integrated

with normal operations, by discovering available controls, defining a space based on the possible

control states, and constraining that space based on permissible operational conditions, creating a

space that may be searched through ordinary grid operations without increasing risk or opportunity

costs beyond those inherent in ordinary grid operations.

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of an example method embodiment of the invention. Control

information is received in step 100, and the control information is used as the basis for

constructing a multidimensional space of possible control states in 102. The space of potential

control states is constrained based on normative operational conditions of the grid in 104, and

automated experimentation and/or operational controls are applied within that constrained

multidimensional space in step 106.



Control information is received in step 100. The control information includes the possible

states of each control that is included in an automated experimentation and/or optimization system.

Controls include any particular element of the grid that has multiple potential states, which may be

actively controlled. Examples of controls on electrical grids include switches directing the routing

of power, photovoltaic inverters that can supply variable levels of power to the grid, and/or

controllable power storage devices. Examples on water grids include treatment facilities with

variable throughput rates, valves along distribution lines and/or switches controlling flow at pipe

junctions and divisions. Examples on gas distribution networks include switches and valves along

the distribution lines and/or pressure or flow providing sources. For an individual control, the

possible control states may be, for example, the switch positions at a switch on an electrical grid,

or the size of valve apertures on water or gas grids. This information may be collected from

preexisting databases of grid components kept by grid operators, or component models of grids,

where those are available, modified by the controls actually being given over to automatic control.

Optionally, the grid controls may be indexed to provide the control information, by, for example,

by using the connection between the controls and an automated experimentation and/or

optimization system to identify all available grid controls.

The control information is used to construct a multidimensional space in step 102. For this

multidimensional space, each control is treated as a dimension, with points along that dimension

for each of the possible particular states of the control. The multidimensional space then,

represents each possible combination of control states possible given the controls that are available

for automatic control as a point within that space. The multidimensional space is stored in

memory, for example as a matrix containing the points of the multidimensional space, and

optionally metadata associating each dimension with the particular control it represents.

For dimensions where there are discrete control states, such as switches that only have

"on" and "off states, the dimension can simply include all control as individual points in that

dimension, since these control states are finite, even in cases where they are numerous. For

continuous control states, such as aperture widths in valves, which are theoretically infinite, these

controls are made finite, for example, by assigning ranges of the continuous control to a specific

point in the multidimensional space. This assignment may be done through selecting points and

binning data based on proximity to the selected points in Euclidian space, with each selected point

being the control states captured in points along that control's dimension. For experimental

systems, the number of such points may be computed based on the granularity possible given the

predicted signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of testing along that dimension, based on a power analysis of

the experiments, using a prediction of the number of test opportunities and the magnitude of

differences expected between particular discrete points along the continuous control of the

dimension.



The multidimensional space of control states is constrained to reflect normal operational

conditions in step 104. The constraints prevent automated controls from pushing the controlled

grid elements to states that are unacceptable during ordinary grid operations (such as emergency or

shutdown states), or combinations of grid control states among multiple elements that are

unacceptable during ordinary grid operations (e.g. combinations of controls leading to severe

undervoltage conditions in portions of an electrical grid, or that would produce dangerous

overpressure in sections of a gas grid). The single-control constraints act on the dimensions

associated with that control to prohibit the unacceptable control states. Combinatoric constraints

may be discovered through machine learning methods such as neural networks, or Partially

Observable Markov Decision Processes, where the belief states concern the existence of

combinatoric constraints in the data sources used for determining the constraints, by applying these

methods to the data from which constraints are determined.

These constraints may be derived through one or more techniques, and then applied to the

multidimensional space. The constraints may be pre-existing, stored in databases by the grid, or

input from human grid operators. The constraints restrict the multidimensional space to ensure that

only points representing combinations of control states that are consistent with the ordinary

operational envelope of the utility grid are included in the search space for an automated active

control system, to ensure that experimentation and exploitation of knowledge by the system do not

cause the grid to depart from ordinary conditions.

Constraints may be derived from historical data by applying machine learning techniques

such as statistical classification, reinforcement learning, cluster analysis, or artificial neural

networks to the historical data to create a model of past operations. This may also include tagging

of certain periods, either automatically or through human input, for exclusion from consideration

as "normal" operational conditions, to ensure that the constraints reflect the ordinary operational

envelope of the grid as opposed to outlier conditions during periods of faults, leaks, shutdowns or

other periods of departure from the ordinary operational envelope. Alternatively, outlier detection

aspects of the machine learning techniques applied to analyze the historical data may automatically

identify these periods and remove them from consideration in extracting the constraints from these

datasets.

Constraints may be derived from component models, for example by using simulations of

grid component behavior and interactions to establish the ordinary operational envelope of the grid

controls, using simulations such as Monte Carlo simulations of grid behavior using the component

model to identify the ordinary operational envelope of the grid.

Constraints may be elicited from human grid operators by various input systems such as

expert systems that are configured to dynamically ask questions to reduce a search space of belief

states relating to the parameters of the ordinary operational envelope, or to present situations for



the human to either accept or reject as grid conditions consistent with the ordinary operational

envelope of the grid.

These methods may be used alone or in conjunction with one another, using the different

methods to build on one another, for example using historical data-based machine learning and/or

model-based simulations to build the initial belief states used by an expert system to collect human

input on the ordinary operational envelope, and may be used to test and verify the conclusions of

one another, for example by flagging discrepancies between historical data-based machine learning

and model-based simulations for human review.

The constrained multidimensional space is used to define the exploration and exploitation

of grid control states and their effects on grid goals for an automated active grid control system in

step 106. Automated experimentation systems use the constrained multidimensional space as the

possibility space within which controls may be manipulated to either test the impact of controls

through experimental trials, or to select the combinations of grid control states to implement to

maximize a grid objective, which may be one or more measures of grid performance, such as

minimizing losses in water grids, maintaining pressures within proper ranges for delivery, safety

and efficiency on gas grids, or maximizing power quality, closely matching demand while

fulfilling customer requirements, and/or renewable source utilization on electrical grids.

Optionally, the multidimensional space may be updated dynamically, when the conditions

giving rise to the multidimensional space change, such as the addition of new components to the

grid, expanding the scope of automated control, or changes to the constraints either through input

or discovery, including input of regulatory or other human-mediated constraints in addition to

those derived from observations of grid operations and the definition of ordinary grid conditions.

For newly added controls, new dimensions are created and constraints collected. For parts that

have been replaced, the old dimension is discarded and a new dimension is created and constraints

collected, reflecting the new control options and constraints presented by the new component over

the old one. When new constraint information is added, the constraints are recalculated to apply to

all of the current dimensions in the multidimensional space.

The multidimensional space may also be updated periodically to alter the spatial and

temporal granularity of automated experimentation and optimization. To increase the granularity,

the dimensions originally associated with a particular control will be divided into separate

dimensions representing the control during certain external conditions such as time periods, loads

on the grid from non-controlled grid assets, or defined external conditions such as storms. In these

situations, a new dimension is created for the particular set of conditions, and there is a conditional

dependence among the dimensions in the space, where the external conditions will determine

which of the dimensions is included in the space to be explored and exploited. Data is preferably

kept separately for each dimension even if they are related to the same control, under differing

conditions. The dimension is added and may be subject to the addition of constraints, just as



ordinary grid control dimensions; users may be prompted to approve the creation of new

dimensions, or alerted when new dimensions are needed and asked to apply constraints.

Additional dimensions may also be constrained based on grid operational data or models of grid

component behavior, including data generated during the operation of an automated active control

system which may provide causal knowledge of component behavior. Dimensions may be

combined or collapsed to reduce dimensionality that an automated active control system manages,

for example in response to discovering that a control has a state that is strictly superior to its other

possible states regardless of other grid control states, or that multiple controls track together and

can be treated as the same. Data generated by the automated active grid control system may be

used to make the determination of whether to combine or collapse dimensions. Combining

dimensions assigns both controls to one dimension, eliminating the other dimension. Collapsing

dimensions removes the dimension while assigning the control to a particular state, or removing it

from the control of the automated active grid control system.

The constrained multidimensional space can be used as the search and optimization space

for active control of the utilities grid, ensuring that manipulations of the grid remain within the

normal operational conditions of the grid, controlling the opportunity costs and risks involved in

automated, algorithmic control of power grid elements and the potential to use that control for

experimentation and optimization of grid conditions.

Fig. 2 is an illustrative example of a number of grid controls that may be controlled

through embodiments of the invention, and the locations of those controls and the grid and their

potential ability to impact the grid. In this example the grid is an electrical grid, with 4 controls

made available for automated experimentation and optimization, whose possible and ordinary

operational states define the search and optimization space for that automated system.

Control 200 is, in this example, a switch connecting the inverter for a set of photovoltaic

cells to the grid as a whole. This control has two discrete states, an "on" position where it is

connecting the inverter to the grid, and an "off position where the inverter is isolated from the

grid. Therefore, the dimension based on this control has two states, one representing "on" and the

other representing "off. An automated active control system may use this control to choose when

to integrate power from the inverter into the grid, which has effects on available power and power

quality, and may matter to metrics such as utilization of renewable sources.

Control 202 is a three-way switch routing power among three different nodes along the

grid, from which the power propagates through the rest of the grid. This control has three discrete

states, representing each of the nodes it may be supplying power to. An automated active grid

control system may use this control to match power demand, to manage power quality issues, and

to minimize power being sent to areas with detected faults.

Control 204 is a variable-load power storage device, which is continuously variable from

zero to 100% power draw, and with one output level when it supplies power to the grid. The



continuously variable power draw may be made discrete by selecting points, to which data is

binned based on distance in Euclidian space. For this example, the continuous power draw is

treated as having 4 discrete points: 0%, 33%, 67% and 100% of its possible power draw; for those

points, the binning may be: 0-16% assigned to the 0% point, 17-50% assigned to the 33% point,

51-83% assigned to the 66% point, and 84- 100% assigned to the 100% point, with the active

control system maintaining those ranges for when those points are assigned; the ranges and

number of points may be adjusted as time goes on. This control ends up having 5 points along its

dimension, representing the 4 ranges and the "supplying power" state. This control may be used

by an automated active grid control system to maximize renewable usage, match power demand,

and there may be power quality issues involved with either the load or the provided power from

the storage device.

Control 206 is a turbine connected to a section of the grid to provide spinning reserves for

meeting sudden spikes in demand; this turbine's power output is controllable, with that control

being continuous across a range. Because the control is continuous, it must be divided into

discrete points to serve as the points along its corresponding dimension in the multidimensional

space. A power analysis for an experimental trial is performed based on predictions of the sample

size possible for varying control 206, determining the size of effect that can be detected in a given

amount of time based on the number of trials possible over that period of time. For this example,

the number of opportunities to vary control 206 is very low, due to the possibility of lagging

effects and the spin-up/spin-down time of the turbine causing the computed experimental units to

be very long. A small potential sample size means that effects must be very large to be detectable

above the noise involved in these measurements. Using the signal-to-noise ratio from the power

analysis, the number of points along the range to bin the nearby data to is determined; in this

example, where only large effects can be detected, the number of points is correspondingly small.

In other cases where the signal-to-noise ratio is very high and small effects can be detected due to

large predicted sample sizes, higher numbers of points can be selected to provide automated active

control systems using the multidimensional space with better granularity and more detailed control

over controls whose effects can be detected as a better SNR. Due to the poor SNR for this control,

Control 206 has three points along its range, 0, 50% and 100% of capacity, to which data will be

binned; this means that 0-25% of capacity will be binned to the point in the dimension for 0%, 26-

74% of capacity will be binned to the point in the dimension for 50%, and 75-100% will be binned

to point in the dimension for 100% in this example. Control 206 may influence power quality,

demand satisfaction, and affects the level of renewable utilization and fuel costs of the grid, and

may be used to explore and exploit the effects of the control on those parameters.

In this example, the multidimensional space is 4-dimensional, with dimensions for each

control, controls 200, 202, 204, and 206. For control 200, the dimension includes two points, for

the "on" and "off states. For control 202, the dimension includes three points, for each of the



switch positions. For control 204, the dimension includes five points, for the four points to which

the continuous range are binned to, and the state where the storage device is providing power to

the grid instead of drawing it. For control 206, the dimension includes three points, for the 0%,

50% and 100% of capacity states. This means that the example multidimensional space of Fig. 2,

before the application of constraints, includes 180 points, defined by the points along the four

dimensions, such as [off, position 1, 66%, 100%], or [on, position 3, 33%, 50%].

This example space may be then constrained based on the normative operational

conditions of the controls both individually and in combination with one another. An example of

an individual constraint is that control 204 is discovered, through machine learning applied to

historical operational data, to always be either in a power-drawing or power-supplying state, never

being in its neutral, 0% draw state during ordinary grid operations; the constraint reflecting that

condition may be implemented by removing the 0% point from the entire dimension representing

the possible state of control 204. For example of a combinatoric constraint, the switch of control

202 and the storage device of control 204 may have interactions such that in normal operational

conditions, when the power source is at 33%, 67%, or 100% of its power draw, the switch may

only be in position one. This conditional constraint is reflected in the multidimensional space by

removing individual points in the multidimensional space that include combinations of points

representing position 2 and position 3 on the dimension corresponding to control 202 with the

points representing the 33%, 67% and 100% power-drawing states on the dimension

corresponding to control 204. The constrained multidimensional space may then be used to define

the space within which an automated active grid control system that influences controls 200, 202,

204, and 206 on the example electrical grid.

Fig. 3 is a diagram of an embodiment of the invention as a stystem. Memories may be

known computer storage means such as flash memory, hard disk drives using magnetic media, or

other methods for data storage that can store the data and be accessed frequently and regularly.

Processors may be configured to make the calculations through software instructions. Connections

among the components may be hard-wired, use of common processors for multiple steps, or

networked through wired or wireless means such as the various 802.1 1 protocols, ZigBee or

Bluetooth standards, Ethernet, or other known means for transmitting data among the separate

sensors, processors, memories and modules. The sensors, memories, processors, and modules may

be distributed across locations, including at the sensors themselves, or co-located in intermediate

or central locations.

Grid Controls 300 are specific points where the utility grid may be controlled. Examples

of controls on electrical grids include switches directing the routing of power, photovoltaic

inverters that can supply variable levels of power to the grid, and/or controllable power storage

devices. Examples on water grids include treatment facilities with variable throughput rates,

valves along distribution lines and/or switches controlling flow at pipe junctions and divisions.



Examples on gas distribution networks include switches and valves along the distribution lines

and/or pressure or flow providing sources. The grid controls have states, which may be discrete

(such as the positions of a switch or valves which only can be set to "open" or "closed") or

continuous (such as variable aperture size valves). These grid controls are networked with an

automated active control system that can alter the control states.

A control memory 302 is a memory configured to receive and store an index of the grid

controls 300 and their potential states. The index contains a list of the controls and points

associated with their possible states, either individual points for discrete controls, or points

associated with ranges of continuous controls.

Multidimensional space memory 304 is a memory configured to receive and store the raw

multidimensional space computed from the possible states of the available grid controls 300. This

is computed by the space definition processor 310, which assigns each control indexed in the

control memory 302 to a dimension having points associated with the possible states of that

control.

Ordinary Operational Envelope memory 306 is a memory configured to receive and store

the ordinary operational constraint data. The ordinary operational constraint data may include user

input, databases of components, historical operational data, and/or models of component behavior.

Constrained Multidimensional Space memory 308 is a memory configured to receive and

store the constrained multidimensional space computed from the raw multidimensional space

stored in memory 304 as modified by the constraint processor 312.

Space definition processor 310 is a processor configured to receive control index

information from the control memory 302 and assemble the control index information into a

multidimensional space where the controls are dimensions, with points in a dimension

corresponding to possible states of the control.

Constraint processor 312 is a processor configured to receive ordinary operational

envelope data from memory 306 and determine the control states and combinations that are

consistent with the ordinary operational envelope, then apply the control information to constrain a

raw multidimensional space so that points within the multidimensional space correspond only to

combinations of states of available grid controls that are consistent with the ordinary operational

envelope of the grid; this constrained multidimensional space is transferred to and stored in the

constrained multidimensional space memory 308.

Automated active control system 314 is a system that receives the constrained

multidimensional space from the constrained multidimensional space memory 308, and uses that

constrained multidimensional space to define the space within which it can vary the controls while

remaining within the grid's ordinary operational envelope. The automated active control system

determines what states to put the grid controls 300 into and implements those control states

automatically, using those selected and implemented control states to adjust grid parameters. The



automated active control system may use the selected and implemented control states to drive

particular grid parameters to more desirable states, or may use its ability to vary the grid controls

300 to conduct experimental trials or create conditions where the grid's response to the selected

and implemented control states can be measured to refine understandings of the link between grid

controls 300 and the response of the grid as a whole.

Fig. 4 is a data flow diagram showing the exchange of information among the components

of an embodiment of the invention. Data created, used, and/or transferred by embodiments of this

invention include: control states 400, unconstrained multidimensional space 402, constraint

information 404, and constrained multidimensional space 406.

Control state index 400 is received by the space definition processor 410 from the control

memory 408. The control state index information 400 is used by the space definition processor

410 to compute the unconstrained multidimensional space 402. The index may be generated for

example, by using the connection between the controls and an automated experimentation and/or

optimization system to identify all available grid controls.

Unconstrained multidimensional space 402 is computed by the space definition processor

410, by creating a dimension for each control, along which there are a finite number of points

representing possible states for discrete controls or points representing ranges of the control for

continuous controls. The space is based on the control state index 400. The unconstrained

multidimensional space information is transferred to and stored in multidimensional space memory

412, which may then transfer it to the constraint processor 414 to be converted to the constrained

multidimensional space 406.

Constraint information 404 is data indicative of the ordinary operational envelope of the

grid and the control states within that envelope. The constraint information may be pre-existing

and received from grid databases, component models, or historical grid operational data, or input

from human grid operators. The constraint information 404 is received by and stored in ordinary

operational envelope memory 416 and supplied to the constraint processor 414, which uses the

constraint information to transform the unconstrained multidimensional space 402 into the

constrained multidimensional space 406, to ensure that the constrained multidimensional space

406 is consistent with the ordinary operational envelope of the grid.

Constrained multidimensional space 406 is output by the constraint processor which

derives and applies constraints to restrict the multidimensional space to the ordinary operational

envelope of the grid. The constrained multidimensional space 406 is generated by the constraint

processor 416 based on the unconstrained multidimensional space 402 and the constraint

information 404, and is stored in constrained multidimensional space memory 418 and output to an

automated active control system 420. The automated active control system 420 uses the

constrained multidimensional space 406 to define its available space for within which it can alter

grid parameters to explore grid responses to controls or exploit knowledge of grid responses to



controls to improve grid performance on one or more metrics. Active control system 420 selects

control decisions 422 from among members of the constrained multidimensional space 406, which

are distributed to the grid controls 424 so that the grid controls can implement selected control

states from within the multidimensional space 406 on the utility grid.



CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

receiving control information;

generating, using a processor, a multidimensional space of possible grid control

states based on the control information; and

constraining the multidimensional space by removing grid control states that are

outside of normal operational conditions.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising selecting, using a

processor, a grid control state from the constrained multidimensional space.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 2, further comprising automatically adjusting

one or more controls of the utility grid to implement the selected grid control state.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein the one or more controls comprise

a load tap changer.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein the one or more controls comprise

a capacitor bank.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein the one or more controls comprise

responses to excavation near gas pipelines.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

presenting a grid control state to a user through a user interface;

receiving a user input regarding the presented grid control state; and

including or excluding the presented grid control state from the constrained

multidimensional space based on the user input.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein control data comprises an

identifier for each control and possible states of that control.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein generating the multidimensional

space comprises assigning ranges of values for continuous controls to discrete points in

dimensions corresponding to the continuous controls.



10. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the multidimensional space

comprises a dimension for each control, with a point in that dimension for every possible state of

that control.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein constraining the multidimensional

space comprises:

receiving grid operational data;

determining the control states represented in the grid operational data; and

constraining the multidimensional space by excluding the control states not

represented in the operational data.

1 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein constraining the multidimensional

space comprises:

simulating grid control behavior in a component model;

determining the control states consistent with ordinary grid operations based on

the simulation; and

constraining the multidimensional space by excluding the control states

determined to be inconsistent with ordinary grid operations.

13. A system for managing a utility grid, comprising:

a control memory storing control information;

a space definition processor configured to receive the control information and

generate a multidimensional space based on the control information;

a multi-dimensional space memory configured to receive and store the

multidimensional space generated by the space definition processor; and

a constraint processor configured to receive the multi-dimensional space from the

multidimensional space memory and constrain that multidimensional space.

14. The system of claim 13, further comprising an automated active control system configured

to select grid control states from a constrained multidimensional space.

15. The system of claim 14, further comprising grid controls.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the grid controls comprise one or more load tap changers.

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the grid controls comprise one or more capacitor banks.



18. The system of claim 15, wherein the grid controls comprise responses to excavation near

gas pipelines.

19. The system of claim 13, further comprising an ordinary operational envelope memory

configured to store grid operational data.

20. The system of claim 13, further comprising an ordinary operational envelope memory

configured to store results from a grid component model.
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